ADDENDUM NUMBER 001

Date: June 20, 2024
RFP: Debris Monitoring

For the

DISASTER DEBRIS MONITORING OF DEBRIS REMOVAL, REDUCTION, DISPOSAL, AND OTHER EMERGENCY SERVICES.

Comments/Clarification

1. Will the charges for the use of an ADMS be included in the hourly rates for the positions provided on the fee schedule and not a separate hourly rate separate flat rate or substitutional charge.
   RESPONSE: The City requires services with ADMS ONLY and the rates will need to be all inclusive when providing rates.

2. Do the DEBRIS MONITORS have to have advanced education/technical expertise and previous debris monitoring experience for the debris monitor position?
   RESPONSE: It is preferred but not required, however field training must be provided by the Debris monitoring company in compliance with all Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) safety regulations.

3. Can the city waive the BONDING requirement for debris monitoring?
   RESPONSE: The City will waive the requirements for bonding.